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SPACE STATION FREEDOM I
TOXIC AND REACTIVE MATERIALS HANDLING WORKSHOP
PAST EXPERIENCE :_
%
"SKYLAB MISSION"
i_' Bill Pogue, Pilot, Skylab 4 j
The design of the Skylab missions, 1973-74 was intended to exclude
any direct handling of hazardous, toxic or reactive materials. The
._ materials processing facility and multlpurpose furnace provided
a _Jntalned environment for conducting metals melting, brazing,
sphere forming and crystal growth experiments. _t the end of the
% third mission, following the completion of all other experiments,
the materials processing facility _as used for a series of flam- !
mability experiments. The flam/nability tests were done last because ,
i of the contamination expected from the bu,'ning of materials within
__ the facility. The flammability tests demonstrated a number of
ii peculiar effects that have implications for future design(firedetection, location and suppression/control).
Although the results of the flammability tests contain lessons
appropriate to planning, a number of events during the flight
illustrate situations or conditions that pose considerations
beyond the commonly accepted range of concern for safety-related
matters. This presentation will include a discussion of:
-Skylab flammauability studies and the implications for fire
suppress!on/control;
-False fire alarms and the Skylab fire detection system;
-Space environmental effects on materials that are normally benizn;
-Spills/relea, se of contaminants;
-The detrimental effect that the release of non-hazardous materials
have on detection system_;
-The problem o£ locating sources/originating point of hazards. i
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